1) Letter to K & C protesting M.R.B. Me and declaring that intervention (with satisfactory proof) U.S. will act to protect German interest: U.S. security.

2) Assert inadequacy: ability to letter by deputation, U.S. Government.
   a) declare state of war with Cuba, acting under the resol.
   b) establish blockade against all vessels entering Cuba, etc.
   c) calls upon O.A.S. to take complementary action in defense of West Indian under his Treaty
   d) require U.N. action taken in self-defence.

3) Concomitantly with 2) U.S. (asks NATO) allocate for cooperation in blockade,
   a) announce open and comprehensive surveillance Cuba
   b) Alert forces for any strikes against Cuban military/first
   c) Complete air defense for S. E. U.S.
   d) Examine dependence from German, Cuba defense/let's

4) Alert vessels from immediate possible point of German appearance.